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COOKIE POLICY
What are cookies
Cookies are pieces of information inserted on your browser when you visit a website or use social
media on your pc, smart phone or tablet. Each cookie contains data such as the name of the server
where it comes from, a numerical identifier, etc. Cookies can remain in the system for a session (i.e.
until you close the navigation browser) or for longer periods and can contain a single identification
code.

What are they used for
Cookies are used to complete IT-authentications, to supervise sessions and save specific
information about the users who visit the website. They are often useful as they can make the
navigation and use of the web faster, making some procedures easier such as online purchases or
authentication to restricted areas or by saving language preference.

Types of cookies
Cookies can be distinguished in:
•

•

•

Technical cookies: Technical cookies are those used for navigation or to provide a service
requested by the user. They are not used for any other purpose and are usually installed by
the owner of the website. Without these cookies some of the operations might not be
completed or would be more complex or less secure, such as home banking (displaying of
bank statement, transfers, payment of bills, etc.). For these types of procedures cookies are
essential, as they provide identification of the user during the whole session.
Profiling cookies: These cookies are designed to track the navigation of the user on the net
and create user profiles according to his interests, habits and choices. With these cookies
targeted advertising messages can be sent to the users device, in line with the preferences
and interests expressed by the user during previous navigation sessions. To install this type
of cookie a prior consent from the user is needed.
Third-party cookies: Some websites may contain cookies and content coming from a
different website than the one the user is visiting and be placed on several areas of the page,

such as advertising banners, images, videos, maps or specific links to websites of domains
from other servers than the one where the requested page is.
In other words, these cookies are directly installed by the managers of these websites or
servers and are different to those who manage this page. These are the so-called Third-party
cookies, that are usually installed for profiling purposes. To install this type of cookie a prior
consent from the user is needed.
Our company uses cookies on our websites. In accordance with the measures taken by the Italian
Data protection authority on the 08th of May 2015 and released on the GU nr.126 on the 03rd of
June 2014, cookies can’t be freely installed on the devices of the users, but have to respect a number
of regulations.
Here below you’ll find the analysis of the situation of the company in relation to those regulations:

COOKIES INSTALLED ON OUR WEBSITE

Please find below a list of the cookies used on our website:
The chart below provides information on the types of
cookies we use on our website and shows if they are
managed directly by our company or by third-parties. In
COOKIES CONTAINED ON OUR case of cookies managed by third-parties we are unable to
WEBSITE AND
see the saved data and to intervene at all. For this reason
you will find a link to their information note and to their
ADMINISTRATOR
forms to express or deny your consent. Furthermore in this
section you can give or refuse consent to profiling-cookies
by checking the relevant box.
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the users’ navigation and hinder
identification of the user’s
personal data.
The collected aggregated
information is anonymous and
allows the analysis of the type
of navigation on the site. They
are useful in the long-term to
improve the content of the
website and make it easier to be
used.
Most browsers accept cookies
automatically, but if you wish
you can disable them
completely or partially, by
setting your preferences on the
browser.
If the user disables cookies
completely, some sections of
the page might be unavailable
and some pages incomplete.
In order to improve the website
and identify the users’
preferences, we use third-party
cookies by Google Analytics,
which are anonymous and
aggregated analysis tools. Your
IP-address is made completely
anonymous by this integration
of Google Analytics. We are
not the owners of these cookies,
for further information please
refer to the information
provided by Google. Opt Out
Some pages contain content
provided by Google Maps, a
service managed by Google Inc.
This content is hosted on an
external platform (Google) and
is displayed on the page on
which interaction is possible.
When a user visits a page
containing a map, cookies
provided by Google Maps that
may collect his data are
installed. We are not the owners
of these cookies, for further
information please refer to the
page
information note by Google
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The pages of our website
contain some widgets and
buttons to share content of the
website on Facebook and on his
social media, also allowing
interaction with our pages.
We are not the owner of these
cookies, they are created by
Facebook when you use a
widget o a button to share
content.
For further information please
refer to the information
provided by Facebook

nn= consent not necessary

You can install other options on your browser to navigate without cookies.

Disable third-party cookies
Third-party cookies are not essential for navigation. The user can change the default configuration
by disabling them on his browser.
Enable Do Not Track
Most state-of-the-art browsers have the option Do Not Track and are set to respect this option when
enabled and automatically stop collecting your navigation data. Not all browsers however have this
type of setting (discretional)
Enable "Anonymous navigation" mode
When using this option, you leave no trace of your navigation. No site will remember you, the
pages you visit won’t appear on your chronology and all new cookies will be deleted. This function
however does not make sure you’re completely anonymous on the Internet, it’s only used to remove
your navigation data from the browser, whereas your navigation data will still be available to the
managers of the websites and the connectivity providers.
Block cookies permanently
This option is possible on all browsers through some specific functions. Please remember however
that every time you connect to the Internet you install new cookies, you should therefore cancel the
cookies periodically. Some browsers offer automatic systems of periodical deletion of cookies.
Please find the options offered by the main browsers below: Microsoft Windows Explorer, Mozilla
Firefox, Google Chrome, Apple Safari, Google Analytics by downloading a specific plug-in from
the browser.
For further information concerning the cookies saved on your device and disable them individually
please refer to the following link: http://www.youronlinechoices.com/it/le-tue-scelte

